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This Changes Everything

Gordon and Rich Rayner Impact the Industry

Gordon started in the pavement maintenance industry in 1 974

and formed California Pavement Maintenance Company

(CPM) in 1979 when his brother Rich joined him full time.
Together they have established CPM as a leader in the pave-

ment maintenance industry, not just in California, but recog-

nized around the world.

As we grew to understand the industry, it was apparent that
there was room for improvement. "We originally formed
Rayner Equipment Systems (RES) to serve our own needs"
relates Gordon Rayner. "During the 1 970's and early 80's we

struggled with slurry equipment that, despite being brand
new, was in constant need of repairs and maintenance." With

both Gordon and Rich having mechanical backgrounds (Gor-
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don as an Air Force pilot and Rich as a GM troubleshooter),
building their own equipment seemed like a cost effective
idea. "When you consider the costs of downtime, investing

the money in quality components for both performance and
reliability made a lot of sense."

It made a lot of sense then and it makes even more sense
today. The number one design goal of Rayner Equipment has

always been reliability along with top-of-the-line production

and performance. Today RES has over 200 RoadSavers in
service around the world with a reliability and support record

second to none. "Selling a new machine is just the beginning"

says Rich. "Supporting the customer with training and infor-
mation in the fields of slurry and micro is a big part of the
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post-sale efforts. Their success is our success." "We give the

same support to everyone - most of our competitors in the
slurry world run our equipment and some of the bigger seal-

coat competitors now do as welL. They receive the same level

of support that everyone does." RES also provides support for

customers that may own other machines as well.

"Part of the support function is often start-up services where

we assist in securing material sources, working with our cus-

tomer's customer and training our customer's crew. Using

CPM's experienced people we have helped place slurry or
micro on bridges in Panama, the highway in Punta Arenas
where Penguins were our biggest traffic issue, Copper mines

and highways in Chile, roadways in Russia, China, Thailand,
Malaysia and many other locations around the world." "Slurry

and micro can be challenging when a customer enters the
field for the first time and we try to make that transition as
easy as possible."

With the establishment of the RoadSaver II as a major player

in the world slurry market, Rich turned his design efforts to
the sealcoat industry and the PavementS aver series was born.
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"Other manufacturers

thought we were crazy
building a high quality,
high performance sealcoat
machine. The market won't sup-

port it we were told" relates Gordon.

"But we needed machines for our own use at CPM and oth-
ers began to see the value in a high performance machine as
welL. Soon the who's who of high end sealcoat contractors

were buying PavementSavers." It wasn't long before the Pave-

mentSaver's performance and high production capabilities
prompted a few contractors to turn to the street and road mar-

ket which led to larger than expected contracts. This created
a demand for an even larger, spray only unit designed to dis-

tribute fine aggregate filled seal coats and the RaynMaker was

born. The RaynMaker was designed to be fully independent
of the truck and to have computerized controls, GPS speed
sensing and a high volume of application capabilities.

"In 2009 we built a 1 ,500 gallon RaynMaker for our own use

and we saw firsthand the production value of this machine
Please Turn To Page 14
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with a project that had several miles of residential roadways on

it. Spraying a 1 3' pass the RaynMaker placed the first l,500

gallon load in less than l2 minutes at a spread rate of 25 gal-
lons/l ,000 square feet."
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"Equipment advances such as these are
allowing contractors a wider range of
potential activities than previously

thought" said Gordon. "Agencies tend
to take you more seriously when you
show up with a truck mounted unit like
the RaynMaker and are able to demon-
strate pavement protection at a very rea-

sonable cost."

"Today the sealcoat industry is on the
verge of a major transformation, not
only in equipment but in materials" says

Gordon. "Sealcoat materials are ad-
vancing to the point where they offer
tough protection for more challenging
environments such as high volume road-

ways and we are beginning to see activ-

ity in those areas." "On a test project
overseas we now have a modified Steel-

Guard sealcoat on a 16 lane highway

that sees l40,000,000 vehicles a year. At

the one year inspection review the ma-

terial continued to perform
and to meet Highway offi-
cial's' expectations."
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PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE' ASPHALT PAVING
OIL STAINS' POWER WASHING

This acclaimed product dissolves many stains and sub-
stances. Makes them water soluble. Removes the stress
of making a mistake. Cleans concrete, siding, equipment,
vehicles, applicators, spreader bars, nozzles, lab benches,
carpets, floors, clothing, etc. Needed by every contractor,
equipment yard, producer or shop.

THE ESSENTIAL
CLEANER

Oil-Flo Dissolves:
Asphalt. Asphalt Rejuvenator · Asphalt Rubber · Bitumen · Coal Tar · Cold Process Adhesives

. Crack Filer · Crude Oil . Cutback · Emulsions · Lap Cement · Mastic · Oil Stains · Prep Seal ·
Road Oil. Roof and Foundation Coatings · Sealcoat · Tack Oil · Tar · Wet Patch · and Jots more

Available worldwide from professional distributors & suppliers

TOTAH
LABORATORIES

800-475-3300 · 650-965-9900
Fax: 650-964-4400
Mountain View, CA
infoC§titanlabs.net · www.TitanLabs.net
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Of today's economy Gordon
says "Things have been

tough for the last year but
pavements are stil deterio-
rating and sealcoating is still
the best pavement insurance

available. The silver lining to

this economic cloud is that
people may pay closer atten-
tion to protecting their assets

than replacing them." "Now,

more than ever, you need to
market your company, invest

in training and quality equip-

ment that allows you to stand

out and, above all else, stand

for quality." .
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